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Emissions Peak in sight? How China’s decline in coal consumption should spur global action to peak CO2 and the phase out of fossil fuels till 2050 June 2015 _____________________________________________________________________ In the lead up to the G7 meeting, the release of the IEA’s climate scenarios mid-June and nations having to submit their commitments prior to the Paris climate conference, negotiators need to focus on three important developments: 1.Coal consumption in China, the world’s largest CO2 emitters, is declining: Despite predictions to the contrary, the consumption of coal in China has been on the decline since 2014, with the CO2 growth rate levelling off much sooner than anyone had expected. This will have an impact on global emissions and our ability to peak CO2 emissions; 2. Renewable energy costs plummeting: The rapid fall in renewable energy costs is driving a huge take-up in clean energy generation. In 2014, for the first time, China’s energy consumption growth was met in full by the extraordinary growth in renewable energy; 3. Coal is being challenged from multiple directions: The coal industry in China and globally is facing increasing pressure because of air pollution, health and climate concerns. Divestment decisions by major players such as the Government Pension Fund of Norway or Axa insurance-group are sending a strong financial signal to governments and industry. Because of the changes outlined above, a global emissions peak is suddenly within reach. And China may play a major role in helping the world stay within a temperature rise of 2 degrees Celsius. The dramatic changes show how fast progress can happen. China’s experience is a wake-up call for the G7 and other nations need to re-evaluate their own positions and ambitions for emission cuts in the lead up to the Paris Climate conference. National commitments must be reviewed and compared on an equal footing, targets must become more ambitious, and the world must have a clear goal for zero carbon economies by the middle of this century, if we are to prevent climate disaster.



China’s CO2 emissions are falling fast The energy-related emissions of the world’s largest energy consumer and the leading emitter of greenhouse gases fell by approximately 1% in 2014, and a further 5% in the first four months of 2015.1 This is the first significant recorded fall in CO2 emissions since China’s reform and opening up in 1978, and could well prove to be the largest reduction in CO2 emissions for any country, ever. The global implications of China’s falling emissions are significant: to date, China’s use of coal has accounted for half of global CO2 emission growth in the past decade. This may now be changing: as China’s energy-related CO2 emission growth level off or turn into a decline, global emissions peak is suddenly within reach. The IEA, in its preliminary findings, has already declared 2014 as the first time that global energy-related CO2 emissions stopped growing even while the world economy continued to grow. Preliminary Chinese energy data for January-April 2015 suggests the slow-down in coal consumption could be even stronger this year. It is likely that global CO2 emissions may fall significantly this year. The trend from China does not automatically mean a peak in global emissions, but makes it achievable, provided that industrial countries also accelerate emission cuts and other large emitters move to slow down their emission growth.
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http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2015/05/14/china-coal-consumption-drops-further-carbon-emissions-set-to-fall-by-equivalent-of-uk-total-inone-year/
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Understanding the drivers: Why China’s coal use won’t rebound “It is likely that China’s coal use has already passed a structural peak, and has entered a structural decline. ... Peak in greenhouse gas emissions is likely to occur closer to 2020 than to 2030. China’s economic priorities, which focus on delivering better quality growth, are compatible with a rapid fall in China’s carbon emissions following their peak.” Fergus Green and Lord Nicholas Stern, "China’s ‘new normal': better growth, better climate", March 2015. 1. The air pollution crisis will continue to drive action One of the key factors driving China to reduce coal burning is concern over emergency level air pollution episodes over much of China’s most populated areas. An estimated 1.2 million people die prematurely each year as a result of the high air pollution levels in China2, with coal-burning the main culprit3. Since the first national and provincial action plans came out in 2013, measures to curb coal consumption have been at the heart of China’s fight against air pollution, with key economic regions required to make large absolute cuts in their coal consumption by 2017. The critical 13th five-year plan is widely expected to introduce a national cap on coal consumption for 2020. As the pollution affects everyone, including decision-makers and their families, there is support throughout the society for strong measures to bring back blue skies. Meeting the targets for cleaning up the air requires not only stopping coal consumption growth but systematically reducing coal consumption in absolute terms over a decade or more. “We will declare war against pollution and fight it with the same determination we battled poverty.” Premier Li Keqiang in an address to National People’s Congress, March 2014.
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http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2812%2961766-8/abstract http://www.nrdc.org/media/2015/150408.asp
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Clean energy will continue to grow near 2014 rates



Clean energy growth was driven by hydropower in 2014, with wind and solar together the second largest source. Going forward, hydropower will play less of a role as its potential is exhausted, but existing energy targets mean renewables and gas will continue to grow until 2020 at the same rate as they did in 2014. In the 2020s, renewable energy could be delivering well over half of China’s total power needs, according to a recent study by two key Chinese government think tanks. “In the history of energy, it is an irreversible path that we will gradually move away from dependence on fossil fuels and transit to a ‘high renewable energy penetration’ future. [This study] analyzes how China can gradually phase out fossil energy, especially coal, from its leading role in China's energy development, and give low-carbon green electricity a prime part to play.” The Energy Research Institute of National Development and Reform Commission and China National Renewable Energy Centre: "China 2050 High Renewable Energy Penetration Scenario and Roadmap Study", April 2015.



Sources: Greenpeace projections for 2020 based on State Council total energy, non-fossil, electric capacity and gas targets. 2030 from high-renewable penetration scenario by Energy Research Institute of National Development and Reform Commission and China National Renewable Energy Centre.
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Heavy industry slowdown the ‘new normal’, not a ‘dip’



While some western commentators have sought to write the reduction in China’s coal use off as a byproduct of economic slowdown, China’s economy is still growing and all analysts project continued growth4. A slowdown in economic growth from approx. 10% to a still rapid 7.4% cannot explain the absolute reduction in CO2 emissions.5 The most important factor is that the economy is rapidly moving away from government-controlled investments and heavy industry. This is a necessary transformation because the past decades of rapid, heavy industry driven growth have built up enormous imbalances in the Chinese economy that mean the economy will either have to transform or stagnate. The Chinese government has a long-term plan to cut overcapacity in bulk industry sectors and focus growth on new sectors of economy. While it is reasonable to be cautious about China’s coal statistics, the overall declining trend is very clear in a large range of data from industrial output statistics to electricity market data, coal production and import data, domestic freight statistics, as well as financial records from coal mining companies. “Slowdown in China's demand for commodities (including coal) "looks to be structural and permanent. This is not just a cyclical pause but an act of considered government policy to finally rebalance the Chinese economy. Beijing now effectively has no other option but to steer a new course due to environmental damage, industrial overcapacity and dangerously high corporate debt levels." Market Watch: “What China’s ‘new normal’ means for commodities”, March 2015. What does this mean for China’s international commitments? China’s structural coal decline is important news ahead of the G7, the IEA report and Paris climate conference. An important test of this will be China’s post-2020 climate targets (or Intended Nationally Determined Contribution in UN terms) to be submitted in June in the lead up to Paris. Its submission alone is expected to make a sizable contribution to global climate action. To date, China has been careful not to overcommit at the international level even when it clearly had the ability to meet and surpass its agreed targets or commitments. For example, in 2009 China pledged its 40-45% carbon intensity reduction target from 2005 to 2020. The latest coal figures suggest China will come close or even surpass the upper level of this target. For the post-2020 period, regardless of what China decides to put into its INDC, the reality is that it will peak CO2 emission much earlier than previously thought. China is in an ideal position to increase its own ambition as well as the ambition of all nations in the lead up to Paris. Domestically, China also needs to put in place robust coal control policies for its upcoming 13th Five Year Plan. This is not only a must for the global climate but also for the Chinese people suffering from the impacts of air pollution. What do China emissions mean for the upcoming IEA climate scenarios to be released midJune? In mid-June, the IEA is releasing its next report linking climate scenarios and energy projections.The IEA has a history of under-playing the ability of China and other major economies to move away from coal. The questions that must be asked are whether the IEA report has taken into account the extraordinary changes in China's energy sector, the possibility that global CO2 emissions are peaking, the pressure globally on the coal industry, as well as the dramatic global growth of renewable energy generation.



See e.g. http://knoema.com/loqqwx/china-gdp-growth-forecast-2013-2015-and-up-to-2060-data-and-charts for a compilation of EIU, WB, IMF, UN & OECD forecasts. 5 For quantitative analysis of the factors behind the fall in China’s coal use, see e.g.http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2015/05/19/china-coal-use-falls-how-the-worlds-largest-polluter-reducedits-emissions/ and http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/publication/chinas-new-normal-better-growth-better4
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What does this mean for the G7 meeting June 7 & 8 in Germany? “China took the world by surprise with its sustained, rapid, coal-intensive growth of the early twenty first century. It contributed a majority of the growth in global coal use and greenhouse gas emissions from 2000 to 2011. And then China took the world by surprise again. The pattern of Chinese economic growth changed, towards less energy-intensive activity and less emissions-intensive energy. The changes in China have again transformed expectations of what is possible in global climate change mitigation, this time in a positive direction.” Ross Garnaut, “China's Energy Transition: Effects on Global Climate and Sustainable Development”, August 2014. A peak in global CO2 emissions is only the first step needed in the huge challenge ahead of us: ultimately we must reduce emissions to zero in the next few decades. However, reaching a peak as soon as possible is essential if we are to achieve that goal At the upcoming Elmau Summit, the G7 must re-evaluate its own position and ambitions for emission cuts now and in the lead up to the Paris Climate conference with acknowledgement to the changes in China. The G7 Elmau Summit offers the perfect opportunity for presenting a bold vision of a future economy based on 100% Renewable Energies by the middle of this century in order to avoid a climate disaster. For more information, contact: Li Shuo, Senior Climate Expert, [email protected] Mobile: +49 151 61 945236 Tina Loeffelbein, Head of Political Communications Climate, [email protected] Mobile: +49 151 167 209 15 Lauri Myllyvirta, Senior Global Coal Campaigner (V.i.S.d.P./Person responsible according to German Press Law) Greenpeace Germany e.V. Hongkongstr 10 20457 Hamburg Germany Phone: +49 40 30618 – 340 [email protected]
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Emissions Peak in sight? 

Beijing now effectively has no other option but to steer a new course due to ... For the post-2020 period, regardless of what China decides to put into its INDC, ...
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Prechtl's Peak 

Keiner ahnte den medialen Aufschrei, als die EZB beschloss, den 500 Euro-Schein abzuschaffen. Ãœber 50 Prozent der sta- tionÃ¤ren EinzelhandelsumsÃ¤tze werden Ã¼ber Bargeld abgewickelt. Tendenz fal- lend. Ob im Supermarkt oder im Sport- fachgeschÃ¤ft
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WOODEN PEAK â€“ Presseinfo 2018 Wooden Peak 

WOODEN PEAK â€“ Presseinfo 2018. Wooden Peak ist ein Leipziger Indie/Electronica-Duo, das stetig die eigenen Grenzen auslotet. Sebastian Bode und Jonas ...
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Prechtl's Peak 

auf seine StÃ¤rke: Besseren Service bieten als der Online-Handel! Das Bezahlsystem gehÃ¶rt dazu. In diesem Sinne wÃ¼nsche ich Ihnen gute UmsÃ¤tze und Einnahmen, auf wel- chem Bezahlweg auch immer. Ihr Philipp. P. Prechtl. Nur Bares ist Wahresâ€¦ Prec
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Peak Oil - Bundeswehr 

Bild 1: Oil Drilling Platform in the Santa Barbara CA Channel, Foto von Mike Baird http://www.flickr.com/photos/mikebaird/3898808431/. (cc) BY 2.0, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/. Bild 2: Alaska Pipeline.jpg, Foto von Ryan McFarland http
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Emissions-Prospektes - SRE Swiss AG 

solche keine GebÃ¼hren oder Honorare. 48 (135) ..... Rat fÃ¼r ihn zustÃ¤ndiger Berater einholen, ... neutrale Beratung gibt, die wir in dieser speziellen, ganz ...
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PROGRAMA JORNADA Reducing GHG emissions in ... - LIFE+ Indufood 

12 feb. 2013 - 11:00-11:30: Procesos térmicos aplicados a la industria alimentaria ... 12:00-12:30: La huella de carbono
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Peak Elite Academy 

JÃ¼rgen Reis habe ich hier einen optimalen Mentor gefunden! JÃ¼rgen ist Sportler durch und durch und schafft es immer wieder Menschen zu motivieren und zum ...
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Progressive Sight Singing by Carol Krueger 

1 (Bill & Ted Go To Hell: NULL) by Brian Joines and Bachan pdf free ... Wines: A Journal for Your Tasting Adventures
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CO2 emissions by puma in 2017 - Google-Suche 

Nicht nach Lizenz gefiltert. Zur · Wiederverwendung · und VerÃ¤nderung · gekennzeichnet · Zur · Wiederverwendung · gekennzeichnet · Zur nicht · kommerziellen.
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The Emissions Gap Report 2017 

1214â€“1223. Hart, M, Bassett, L. and Johnson, B. (2017). 'Everything You Think You Know About Coal in China Is Wrong.' Issue Brief. Energy and. Environment.
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Emissions-Prospektes - SRE Swiss AG 

wenn wir entscheiden, wo wir unser Konto haben - welcher Bank wir unser Geld gratis zur VerfÃ¼gung stellen â€“ also fÃ¼r 0,00 % Zinsen? â€¢ Kaufen wir uns echte ...... Erfolgs-Vergleich zu einem Tagesgeld zu 0,50 % Zinsen. - aus 10.000 CHF ...
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PROGRAMA JORNADA Reducing GHG emissions in the food industry 

Indagando la oportunidad. Asier Sopelana– Responsable Proyecto -Factor CO2. PROGRAMA JORNADA. Reducing GHG emissions in
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ZERO SIGHT 1 B JUSTIN SHIER PDF 

Worksheet Introduction To Solutions Rocklin Unified School, Wrchtig Texte Zum Neuen Tag, You. Are Special Max Lucado, Zuverlssigkeit Und Leistungsfhigkeit ...
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PRODUCT CERTIFIED FOR LOW CHEMICAL EMISSIONS UL.COM 

La etiqueta contiene instrucciones de uso y tanto la etiqueta como la HDS incluyen advertencias sobre riesgos, declaraci
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emissions handelsrecht kommentar zum tehg und pdf 

Read and Save Ebook emissions handelsrecht kommentar zum tehg und as PDF for free at Online Ebook Library. Get emissions handelsrecht kommentar zum ...
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World Greenhouse Gas Emissions Flow Chart 

Deforestation. Afforestation. Reforestation. Harvest/Management. Other. Cement ... Unallocated Fuel Combustion. Commerci
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Peak + Liso M + Edge M - Spec Ceramics 

G1. Ice White Gloss. G2. Natural Gloss. G3. Cotton Gloss. G4. Earth Gloss. G5. Pearl Gloss. G6. Ash Grey Gloss. G7. Grap
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emissions handelsrecht kommentar zum tehg und pdf 

Legal emissions handelsrecht kommentar zum tehg und eBook for free and you can read online at Online Ebook Library. Get emissions handelsrecht ...
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Gonapirua, Cordillera Raura. This 17000-foot peak 

Gonapirua, Cordillera Raura. This 17,000-foot peak was ascended for the fi rst time on May 15 by the Peruvians Anselmo Q
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WOODEN PEAK PRESSETEXT (Stand: 13.01.2015) WOODEN ... 

des aktuellen Albums eine besondere Herausforderung: â€žPolarâ€œ ist ein filmisch anmutendes Spektakel aus Gitarre, Schlagzeug und SAmme, zum Leben erweckt ...
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Reservoir Water ... - Oxford Journals 

5 oct. 2016 - Swedish, and Canadian lakes (Bastviken et al. 2004 ..... Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic ..... U
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F:\19\19303\Y\Sight_Lines_303 Bldg 4 Sight Lines (1) 

F:\19 19303\/Sight_Lines_303.dwg, 6/26/2019 2:37:18 PM, Adobe PDF.pc3. IIIIIIIIIIIIII. BUILDING 5. YSTOUT ... 26 JUNE 20
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Page 1 KID SIGHT VISION SCREENING PARENT PERMISSION ... 

La forma del permiso del padre que firma debajo da supermiso para los Leones del Distrito 2-SI a realizar una investigac
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